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Our company is a privately owned limited liability company conducting a retail footwear
business from 50+ leased sites across Australia, plus two eStores. About 20 of these stores
are located in NSW, and the company commenced operations with one shop in Mosman
NSW 16 years ago. Our leased retail sites include:-

·         new 1st term leases

·         renewed leases

·         assigned leases

·         sites in strip shopping premises owned by private individuals, as well as sites in
major shopping centres operated by Australia’s largest shopping centre
management companies

·         sites with quite low rental costs per square metre, right up to super-prime sites in
Sydney’s Pitt Street Mall with per sqm rental costs in the top 10% worldwide.

·         leased areas varying from 49 sqm up to over 200 sqm.

We are well positioned to provide an experienced and considered submission from the
perspective of a small to medium sized retail operation.

Low competition – brings a lack of 

Relative Bargaining Power

Evidence of little competition.

Despite the legislative improvements of the past there remains a massive imbalance of
bargaining power between lessor and tenant in retail lease negotiations. Below are some of
the reasons / evidence:-

·         There’s no competition unless it’s simultaneous competition. When
seeking a retail site in a suburban street location it is very rare that equally prominent
sites, of a similar size, in a similar location, with different owners, all become
available at the same time in order to create genuine competition between lessors.
Simultaneous real competition between multiple lessors can happen and does
happen, but this is very much the exception rather than the rule and usually occurs
only at locations in decline (like currently in Oxford St Paddington which has many
empty shops). In our experience it has never occurred in sought-after locations.
Almost always sites become available one at a time in different months or different
years. Each lessor therefore can usually negotiate simultaneously with multiple
prospective tenants who are all interested in that one lessors’ site, but those tenants
have just one single lessor (on each occasion) with whom they may deal. The result is
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a significant imbalance of bargaining power.

Some people will argue that competition between lessors exists for leased sites in
strip centres because each tenant can always “decline” the terms offered by one
lessor and wait for the next opportunity from the next lessor, of similar size, in a
similar area, and with similar prominence. Such argument overlooks the fact that if
and when the next opportunity comes along the lessee will at that time have to, yet
again; negotiate with just one single lessor in a situation where the tenant suffers an
imbalance of bargaining power.

·         There’s no competition in market-dominant major shopping malls. The
situation is even worse in major shopping malls. In many locations, shopping malls
have reached monopolistic market-dominant positions.

Two random examples would be the Chadstone and Highpoint shopping centres in
Melbourne. Chadstone dominates the south east suburbs and Highpoint dominates
the northern suburbs.

In the areas surrounding both Highpoint and Chadstone shopping centres there is no
viable “strip” shopping alternative where a retailer could seek to lease a site. There is
just a sprawl of suburban houses surrounding a gigantic shopping mall. If any retailer
wants to effectively service consumers in the northern suburbs or the south/eastern
suburbs then that retailer has no choice except to negotiate with the owners of
Highpoint or Chadstone, respectively. (The same market-dominant positions exist
with major shopping malls in many other Australian locations – we do not mean to
imply that Chadstone or Highpoint were unique in this regard).

·         Nothing demonstrates the imbalance of bargaining power more effectively
than the rent differential between majors and specialists. It’s common in major
shopping malls for department stores, discount department stores, and supermarkets
to pay rents per square metre that are one tenth of the rate paid by the hundreds of
small specialist shops in the same mall.

Lessors’ justify this on three primary factors:-

1)    The centre wouldn’t have been built without signing the major tenant

2)    The major tenant leases thousands of metres

3)    The major tenant “attracts” lots of shoppers to the centre

The reality is that the 10:1 rent differential arises purely because the major tenant is in
a strong negotiating position when entering into lease terms and the small specialist
shop is not. Each of the lessors’ justifications for a 10:1 differential can be turned
180˚ and using the same numbering:-

1)    The centre wouldn’t have been built without the 100’s of small specialist
shops because if the lessor had to rely only on the rental paid by the major
tenant the project would not be feasible

2)    The 100’s of small specialists together lease thousands of metres

3)    The 100’s of small specialists together “attract” lots of shoppers to the
centre
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If the lessor had to negotiate the lease terms for a new centre with all specialist shops
as a single group there would not be a 10:1 rent differential between major tenants
and specialists. (The conclusion here is that small retailers are providing a rent cross-
subsidy to majors, and these majors are operating business models that are
unsustainable in the absence of these subsidies).

Implications of lack of real competition.
Australia has already seen the implications listed below arise from an imbalance of
negotiating power. These will simply get more prevalent with time. An imbalance in
bargaining power between lessor and tenant has led to:-

§  Tenants have to agree to high rental cost relative to sales. This leads to a push for
higher gross margins in order to meet the higher rental cost. Retailers increasingly
turn to “vertical” (“own-brand” product direct from factories) business models to
achieve higher margins. As a result, consumers are offered less choice, less “global
brands”, and often receive poorer quality product relative to price.

In Sydney’s Pitt St Mall only two shops (Hype DC and General Pants) still sell globally
branded footwear and apparel. All the other shops sell own-brand merchandise.
Shopping centres therefore become “the same” – with the same names of the same
vertical retailers appearing in every centre.

§  An imbalance of bargaining power leads to “ability to pay” pricing. Jewellery shops
are charged far higher rentals than other shops because the lessors’ are aware that
jewellery shops achieve high gross margins. When lessors know their tenants sales
figures then rents (especially on renewal) are increased to the lessors’ estimate of
the tenants “ability to pay”. Sites are priced not on what the space is worth but on
what the tenant can pay (see submission below titled “Keep sales figures secret”).

§  Lessors’ obtain lease conditions that would be rejected in circumstances of real
competition – like demolition / relocations clauses, lack of option terms, provision of
personal guarantees and bank guarantees (see submission below titled “outlaw
guarantees”).

§  Option terms in retail leases (especially in major shopping malls) are rare. This
leads to tenants being in a position where they have invested in fit out, invested in
advertising, and invested years of work in creating a business and building goodwill
in a certain location – but cannot continue beyond their initial term unless the lessor
decides to offer a new lease, and the tenant agrees to whatever terms are offered.

Recommendations.

We can think of no effective ways to increase competition between lessors.

In the absence of effective ways to increase competition it would seem appropriate to at
least legislate to prohibit the worst implications stemming from this imbalance of bargaining
power. Our recommendations for legislative changes are:-

§  Information asymmetry – The Act needs to be amended to provide that
registering of leases is prompt, and a standard summary document containing all
commercial terms of the lease including “side deals” be included. There needs to be
anti-avoidance provisions, and penalties should apply for non-compliance. The time
allowed for the registration of leases should not be increased from one month to
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three.

§  Standard lease – In our experience all major Lessors provide highly complex
leases that vary greatly from centre owner to centre owner. Australia’s largest
shopping centre owner / manager incorporates variations within the text of the
document (making it easier to read) but almost all the other major lessors allow no
changes to the core document but instead attach a schedule of variations (making
the document very difficult to read). These lengthy and complex documents add
massively to legal costs. The Act should be amended to provide a requirement that a
standard “Law Society” lease be used.

§  Keep sales figures secret – (see below) The Act should contain a provision

prohibiting lessors from requiring tenants to disclose to the lessor the sales turnover
they achieve.

§  Outlaw guarantees – (see below) The Act should contain a provision prohibiting

lessors from requiring retail leases to be secured by bank guarantees, cash bonds,
and / or personal guarantees. 

Why keep sales figures secret
Major shopping centres require tenants to supply monthly and annual sales figures. The
requirement to supply sales figures is usually justified by:-

1)    Percentage rent - Many lease agreements provide for the tenant to pay “percentage
rent” in addition to base rent. The lessor collects sales figures so that percentage rent
can be calculated.

a)    Close to 100% of leases in major shopping centres contain percentage rent
clauses. Yet, only a few actually pay percentage rent. The “trigger point” for
percentage rent is usually set so far above the sales level likely to be achieved that
neither the lessor or the tenant have any reasonable expectation that percentage rent
will ever be paid. The real reason that lessors insist on the clause is to give them to
power to obtain the tenants sales figures.

b)    Note that percentage rent is yet another example of lessors’ charging rent
according to ability to pay - rather than by what the space is worth. The percentage
rent system allows a lessor to receive higher rent from more successful retailers. Two
same-size similar shops side-by-side should be paying the same rent - if one of the
two shops has a higher turnover than the other this should not lead to them having to
pay an extra rent expense.

2)    Measuring performance – many shopping centres claim the reason to require the
provision of sales figures is so that they can monitor the commercial performance of the
centre. Whether sales across the whole centre are up or down, whether certain
categories are up or down, whether certain marketing campaigns are working or not – all
can be measured to some extent by collecting sales figures from all tenants.

a)    However, all this same turnover information could be collected by an independent
accounting firm. The independent accounting firm could then feedback all the
required sales information in total and by category whilst still keeping confidential the
sales information of individual tenants.
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When lessors have access to tenants turnover information rents over time are increased to
the limit of the tenants’ ability to pay.

Lessors distribute information to their leasing staff that shows centre-by-centre what sales
individual retailers are achieving, what rent-to-sales ratio each retailer is paying in each
centre, etc – it’s pretty easy to see that if leasing staff know what is the highest rent to sales
ratio a retailer is paying elsewhere, and they know what sales you are doing in his centre,
then the lease renewal offer will be pitched at, or just above, the highest rent / sales ratio
elsewhere.

Recommendations.

Legislation should be amended to:-

Prohibit clauses in retail leases that require the provision of turnover figures, or require any
percentage rent provisions.

Where lessors and tenants together willingly agree to enter into percentage rent
arrangements, it should remain possible for lessors to require turnover figures, but no fixed
“base rent” should apply.

However, it should become an offense for any lessor to coerce or in any way insist on a
lease that includes percentage rent provisions and / or the provision of turnover figures.

The Act should be amended to provide that lessors may direct tenants to provide monthly
turnover figures to an independent accounting firm appointed by the lessor. It should be an
offense for any party employed by the independent accounting firm to release any
confidential sales information about individual retailers.

Why outlaw guarantees
The imbalance of bargaining power between tenant and lessor has led to retail leases
commonly including a requirement for the provision of guarantees. These guarantees can be
any combination of the following:-

·         Personal guarantee/s, (usually unlimited, joint and several)

·         A cash bond for a sum of money

·         A bank guarantee for a sum of money

Many people see nothing wrong with lessors of retail premises seeking and obtaining
guarantees of various sorts to secure the tenants obligations under the lease. In fact, there is
a great deal that is wrong with these guarantees:-

Preferential - Lease guarantees put lessors in an entirely unfair and preferential position

verses the many other trade creditors a retailer may have.

In a typical month our company owes $30,000 to our average lessor, (who gets paid in
advance at the beginning of the month). That average lessor is holding personal guarantees
and bank guarantees. In the same typical month our company owes millions to our top
footwear suppliers (who get paid after delivery, giving credit terms of “current month plus X
days”) and have no personal guarantees, no cash bond, no bank guarantees.

Why would a trade supplier of footwear extend credit in the millions to us without guarantees,
when lessors (who are owed far smaller amounts and get paid in advance) have the benefit
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of guarantees? The answer is that there is a lot of simultaneous competition between
footwear suppliers to sell us shoes, but there is rarely any simultaneous competition
between lessors to rent us retail space. If footwear suppliers insisted on guarantees we
would buy shoes from another supplier. But if we want a retail site in (say) the northern edge
of Melbourne then there is only Highpoint Shopping centre with whom we can negotiate -
and if we want the site they will insist on some form of guarantee.

In the event of insolvency, lessors can draw on the guarantees they hold and receive funds
preferentially to other unsecured creditors. Critically, even employee entitlements and State
and Federal tax departments are in a less preferential position compared to lessors holding
guarantees. Lessors’ should have to accept a reasonable and balanced commercial risk
just like any other unsecured creditor.

Guarantees are expensive. Both cash guarantees and bank guarantees use up working

capital. The opportunity cost of having this working capital tied up is immense. We estimate
that the annual opportunity cost for our company is close to the face value of the guarantees
involved because the shops we could have opened, if the funds were available for
expansion, would on-average produce gross contributions equal to the total sum tied up in
guarantees.

These lost shops that we can’t open means that the State and Federal Governments are
worse off too. More shops would mean more employment, more PAYE tax, more payroll tax,
more company tax, more GST.

Recommendations.

Legislation should be amended to:-

Prohibit clauses in retail leases that require the provision of personal guarantees, cash
bonds, and / or bank guarantees

Where the lessor has provided a capital contribution for fit out costs or other form of
incentive (like rent-free periods) then the lease should require that the tenant provide the
lessor with a cash or bank guarantee to the value of the incentive. This guarantee however
should expire when the tenant has paid rent to the same value as the incentive provided.

If this review by the Minister for Small Business decides against outlawing guarantees, the
review should at least address the problem of Lessors taking excessively long to return bank
guarantees at the end of the lease. The Act should be amended to outlaw bank and personal
guarantees without expiry dates, and require that all bank and/or personal guarantees must
include an expiry date equal to the lease end-date plus 30 days.

 

Sincerely,
Peter Pitt

Director

peter@hypedc.com
M (+61) 413 795 222

mailto:peter@hypedc.com
tel:%28%2B61%29%20413%20795%20222
http://www.hypedc.com/
http://www.shubarshoes.com/
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Hype DC Pty Ltd

Level 6, 228 Pitt Street, Sydney NSW 2000 Australia
ACN 081 432 313
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